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voice conversion and speech synthesis spoofing attacks. In the
course of the challenge and subsequently, it became clear that
the most effective countermeasures against voice conversion
and speech synthesis spoofing attacks are low-level acoustic
features designed to detect artifacts in synthetic or converted
speech. By selecting a suitable feature [6, 7] it is possible
achieve an equal error rate (EER) less than 1% on the evaluation
set of ASVspoof2015 challenge data. Based on above finding it
can be said that voice conversion and speech synthesis attacks
are detectable too by reliable speaker verification systems. The
last spoofing attack is replay or playback attack in which the
voice of a target speaker is recorded using recording equipment
and later played it to recognition system to spoof the system.
Liveness detection (where the user is asked to utter a randomly
selected sentence) is found to effective in this situation [1, 5].

ABSTRACT
Feature normalization strategies help to compensate for the
effects of environmental mismatch and are normally
incorporated into the feature extraction framework after
applying a logarithmic or power function nonlinearity. For
spoofing detection systems in the presence of voice conversion
and speech synthesis-based spoofing attacks, feature
normalization is found to be harmful. However, when it comes
to spoofing detection for replay attacks, normalization of
features aids to reduce equal error rates significantly. In this
work, we use discrete Fourier transform (DFT)-based spectral
and product spectral features with feature normalization applied
in the q-log domain. The q-log function acts as intermediate
domain between linear and log domains for normalization of
the features. After that, the final features are extracted by
applying a principal component analysis technique to the log
DFT and product power spectra. Experimental results on the
version 2 of second ASVspoof2017 challenge evaluation data
show that normalizing features in q-log domain results in
relative reduction of equal error rates by approximately 5%.
Over all four baseline systems, the DFT spectral features,
normalized in the q-log domain, provides an average relative
improvement of 28%.
1.

Because of its simplicity and spreading of low cost recording
devices and smart phones, at present, replay attacks pose a real
threat to speaker verification systems. In order to draw interest
among researchers to develop robust countermeasures for
replay attack detection the second ASVspoof2017 challenge
was conducted last year [9]. Before ASVspoof2017 challenge
only a few research works were done on replay attack [8, 10,
11, 12]. In [13] and [23] replay attacks for text-dependent
speaker verification were investigated. The focus of
ASVspoof2017 challenge is also text-dependent speaker
verification - replay attacks.

INTRODUCTION

Speaker recognition researchers acknowledge that systems
which aim to verify speakers automatically based on their
pronunciation of an utterance are vulnerable to spoofing
attacks. A spoofing attack occurs when a person or computer
program pretends to be a legitimate user of an authentication
system by falsifying data and thereby gaining illegitimate
access and advantages. The most widely known spoofing
attacks for speaker recognition systems are impersonation,
speech synthesis, voice conversion and replay attacks.
Impersonation attack requires a mimic to imitate a target
speaker's voice to get access to the system. The success of this
attack strongly depends on the mimic and the target.
Impersonation does not pose a genuine threat as this attack can
be detected by reliable speaker verification systems [1-5].

For the ASVspoof2017 challenge task various countermeasures
using signal processing and deep learning techniques have been
proposed and evaluated. In [14], [15] and [17] deep learning
architectures in tandem with low-level acoustic features are
used to detect replay attacks present in the ASVSpoof2017
challenge corpus. In [16], a fused system based on different
types counter measures with various classifiers is presented for
replay attack detection. Over-fitting problem caused by speech
signal variability is investigated in [18]. In [19] and [20], a
single frequency filtering technique and generalized teager
energy operator-based instantaneous frequency features,
respectively, are introduced for replay attack detection.
Investigative studies are conducted in [21] and [22] on several
low-level features and on different steps of the system,
respectively. In [24], constant Q cepstral coefficients (CQCC)
[7] feature-based feature selection technique is introduced to
avoid high variance and over-fitting problems.

In a speech synthesis attack the fraudster creates a synthetic
voice of a target speaker by adapting the speech synthesizer to
the target speaker and then plays it to the authentication system
to get illegitimate access. In a voice conversion attack the
speech signal of a source speaker is converted using some
algorithm to match to the speech signal of a target speaker. The
first ASVspoof2015 challenge [4] was mainly comprised of

In the ASVspoof2017 challenge, feature normalization is found
to play a key role to improve replay attack detection
performance. Hence, in this work, we use DFT-based spectral
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and product spectral features [6, 25] and propose to employ an
intermediate domain, known as q-log domain [26], between the
linear and log domain to normalize these features. By
normalizing spoofing countermeasures in this way we were
able improve replay attack detection performance. Final
features are obtained by applying PCA instead of DCT to the
log spectrum and product spectrum. The q-log function has
already been used to extract robust features for speech
recognition [27, 28] but not in speaker recognition and spoofing
detection tasks.

the power spectrum is S  m, k   X  m, k  and the product
2

spectrum P  m, k  is computed as [25, 29]:

P  m, k   X R  m, k  YR  m, k   X I  m, k  YI  m, k  ,

where subscripts R and I denote the real and imaginary parts,
respectively.
Following the computation of power spectrum DFTspec and
qDFTspec features are computed using the procedures
mentioned in fig. 1. Similarly, based on product spectrum
Pspec and qPspec features are calculated following the steps
mentioned in fig. 2.

Our main contribution in this work is two-fold: the first is the
normalization of spoofing countermeasures in an intermediate
domain using non-extensive statistics, and the second is the use
of product spectrum for replay attack detection. Besides we
show the importance high frequency features (frequency above
4 kHz) for relay spoofing detection task.

In the case qDFTspec and qPspec features an additional
spectral mean normalization (MN) based on non-extensive
statistics is performed in the q-log domain which acts as an
intermediate domain between linear and log domains. By
normalizing features in this way the nonlinear relation between
speech and noise may be captured which is not well represented
in log spectrum domain normalization. After performing
feature normalization, the spectra are transformed back to linear
domain and logarithm compression is applied.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: We begin
with a description of discrete Fourier transform-based power
spectral and product spectral features that employ q-log domain
feature normalization and a brief overview of q-log function.
This is followed by a short description about baseline systems
considered for this work and the backend used for
classification. We then proceed to our experimental setups and
results. We conclude with some concluding remarks.
2.

Final features are obtained by using mean and variance (MVN)
normalization technique followed by principal component
analysis. The dimension of features after applying PCA is 90.
No delta or double coefficients are added. The analysis window
length is 20 ms with a frame shift of 10 ms.

FEATURES EXTRACTION

In this section, we describe discrete Fourier transform – based
power spectral and product spectral features that utilize q-log
domain feature normalization.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram showing various steps of the Discrete
Fourier transform (DFT)-based log product spectral features
(Pspec) and q-log domain mean normalized log product spectral
features (qPspec). Principal component analysis (PCA) is used
to reduce feature dimension. The PCA projection matrix is
trained on the ASVspoof2017 training data. MN and MVN
stands for mean normalization and mean and variance
normalization, respectively.

Fig. 1. Block diagram showing various steps to extract DFTbased log spectral (DFTspec) and q-log domain mean
normalized log spectral (qDFTspec) features. The dimension of
the features is reduced using principal component analysis
(PCA). The PCA projection matrix is trained on the
ASVspoof2017 training data. MN and MVN stands for mean
normalization and mean and variance normalization,
respectively.
If X  m, k  is the Fourier transform of a framed and windowed
time domain signal
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2.1.

x  m, n  , Y  m, k  is the Fourier

The q-log function

The q-log function, also known as generalized logarithm, is
defined as [26-28]:

transform of y  m, n   nx  m, n  , where n is the sample
index, m is frame index and k is the frequency bin index, then
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4.

 x1 q   1
if q  1

,
log q  x    1  q
 log( x) if q  1


(2)

In this work, as backend we employ a standard Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM) classifier to distinguish playback
signals from genuine speech signals. The 512-component
GMM is used for training the genuine speech and spoof speech
models. Let h and  s represent the GMM models for
genuine and spoof speech signals, respectively. Then, given the
feature vector sequence O of a test speech signal, the genuine
or spoof speech is decided based on the following loglikelihood ratio:

where q is a real number which should selected properly. In this
work, we empirically set q = 0.94.

The q-exp (inverse of q-log) is defined as:
 1 

1  1  q  x  1 q 
exp q  x   

exp( x)


if q  1
if q  1.

 O   log

(3)

1  q  log q  x  log q  y 
 x  log q  x   log q  y 
.
log q   
 y  1  1  q  log q  y 

,

(4)

(5)

5.

So, in q-log domain the mean normalization of power spectrum
is performed using following formula [30]:

Sq  m, k  

1
1  1  q 
N

 log  S  m, k  
q

j 1

 log  S  m, k  

,

5.1. The ASVspoof2017 challenge corpus

(6)

In this work, the experiments are conducted on the version 2 of
ASVspoof2017 challenge corpus [31] which is derived from the
RedDots corpus [9, 23]. In version 2, zero-sequence artifacts in
the beginning of the wave files and two empty files from
training set have been removed.

q

where S q  m, k  is the mean normalized power spectrum in the
q-log domain. To transform S q  m, k  back to linear domain

The entire database is divided into three non-overlapping
subsets, namely, train, dev and eval. More detail about this
database can be found in [9, 23, 31]. Table 1 presents subsets
of ASVspoof2017 corpus (version 2) in terms of number of
speakers and utterances.

(3) is used.
Following the same procedure, the product spectrum is mean
normalized in q-log domain and then transformed back to linear
domain for further processing.
3.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

N

N

j 1

(7)

In this section, we evaluate the performances of q-log
normalized DFT spectral (qDFTspec) and product spectral
(qPspec) features in terms of equal error rates (EERs). Replay
spoofing detection experiments are conducted on the version 2
of ASVspoof2017 corpus and results are reported on the
evaluation set. Development test set is used for tuning the
parameters of the systems. Performances of qDFTspec and
qPspec are compared with the baseline systems mentioned in
section 3.

2.2. Features normalization in q-log domain

1
N

s

To train genuine and replay spoof models two training
conditions are considered. In the first condition, models are
trained only on the features extracted from the provided official
training data. We denote this as condition 1. In the other
condition the models are trained on the combined train plus dev
features.

For more detail about q-log and q-exp functions and their
properties please see [30].

log q  S  m, k   

 p O   .
log  p  O   
h

The q-log function has non-additivity property; therefore, it
does not transform a multiplication into addition. For example,

log q  xy   log q  x   log q  y   ...

BACKEND

BASELINE SYSTEMS
Table 1. Subsets of version 2 of the ASVspoof2017 challenge
corpus in terms of number of speakers and number of
utterances.

The constant Q cepstral coefficients (CQCC) [7], linear
predictive cepstral coefficients (LPCC), linear frequency
cepstral coefficients (LFCC) features [6, 23, 29] and DFTbased log power spectrum (DFTspec) features are used as
countermeasures for baseline systems. These features are also
use a mean and variance normalization technique for feature
normalization. The final feature dimension for CQCC, LFCC
and LPCC front-ends is 60 including the delta and double
coefficients. For DFTspec the feature dimension is 90. We use
20 ms analysis window length with a frame shift of 10 ms.

Subset
train
dev
eval
Total
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# speakers
10
8
24
42

Genuine
1507
760
1298
3565

# utterances
Replay
1507
950
12008
14465

Total
3014
1710
13306

regions above 4 kHz, on replay attack detection task, we
developed following two systems on the top of LFCC system:

5.2. Results and Discussion



According to challenge protocol the metric used for
performance evaluation is equal error rate (EER). The results
are reported on the evaluation set of ASVspoof2017 corpus
(version 2).
In table 2 we present EERs obtained by all standalone replay
spoofing attack detection systems developed for this work. The
influence of feature normalization on replay attack detection is
evident by observing the performance of CQCC with feature
normalization (i.e., CQCC) and without feature normalization
(i.e., CQCC (w/o MVN)).



The product spectral features (Pspec) which incorporates both
amplitude and phase spectra, shows slightly better performance
than DFT-based spectral (DFTspec). Comparing the
performances of DFTspec versus qDFTspec and Pspec versus
qPspec it is observed that q-log domain mean normalization is
helpful for improving replay attack detection performance.

qLFCC: This is similar to qDFTspec but instead of
PCA a discrete cosine transform is applied for
decorrelation. After that first 20 coefficients are
selected, including the 0th cepstrum, as static features.
Including the delta and double delta coefficients the
final dimension of this features is 60.
qLFCC_LH: Extraction of qLFCC_LH features is
similar to qLFCC but unlike qLFCC 30-dimensional
static features are formed by concatenating first 15
and last 15 coefficients. By doing so we build a
system that incorporate both low and high frequency
regions of the spectrum. After appending delta and
double delta coefficients the final features dimension
becomes 90.

Table 3. Influence of q-log domain spectral mean
normalization and high frequency regions on replay spoofing
attack detection task employing LFCC features. Results are
reported in terms of EER on the evaluation set of version 2 of
ASVspoof2017 challenge data.

Table 2. Results of the standalone replay spoofing attack
detection systems on the evaluation set of version 2 of
ASVspoof2017 challenge data in terms of EER.

EER (%)

EER (%)
Systems

Training conditions
Train

Train + Dev

DFTspec

12.12

11.5

qDFTspec

11.43

11.19

Pspec

12.08

11.38

qPspec

11.85

11.23

CQCC

22.82

16.58

CQCC (90)

23.85

17.94

CQCC (w/o
MVN)

29.74

22.34

LFCC

15.76

13.77

LPCC

17.0

15.02

When models
are trained on
training data

When models are
trained on (training
+ development) data

LFCC

15.76

13.77

qLFCC

15.4

13.70

qLFCC_LH

14.37

13.15

Results presented in table 3 demonstrate the influence of q-log
domain spectral mean normalization and high frequency
spectral regions using LFCC features on the replay spoofing
detection task. It is observed from this table that normalization
of spectral mean in the q-log domain helped to reduce the error
rate in both training conditions. Inclusion of high frequency
regions yielded further reduction in EER in both training
conditions. When models are trained only on provided training
data, with qLFCC_LH features we achieved a relative
improvement of 8.8% over LFCC features.

Though performance improvement is less with qPspec
compared to Pspec the qDFTspec features provides a relative
improvement of approximately 5% over DFTspec features.
These performances indicate the benefit of feature
normalization in q-log domain. All four spectral and product
spectral features (with and without q-log spectral mean
normalization) demonstrated better performance compared to
the CQCC, LFCC and LPCC features.

6.

CONCLUSION

In this work, we investigated discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
- based spectral and product spectral features for the detection
of replay attacks on the second edition of ASVspoof challenge
conducted in 2017. As feature normalization was found very
useful for replay attack detection, for this task, we employed an
additional spectral mean normalization based on non-extensive
statistics in the q-log domain. The q-log function acts as an
intermediate domain between linear and log domains.
Performing feature normalization in this fashion may be able to
capture the nonlinear relation between speech and noise signals,
which is not well represented in log spectrum domain
normalization based on extensive statistics. The DFT-based
spectral and product spectral features, with and without a q-log
spectral mean normalization, provided better performances
than the baseline systems. Among all features the qDFTspec
feature yielded the lowest EER.

Among all countermeasures the qDFTspec countermeasure
showed the lowest EER. When the genuine and spoof models
are trained only on the ASVspoof2017 training data, the
qDFTspec system resulted in relative improvements of 5%,
49%, 27%, and 32% over the baseline DFTspec, CQCC, LFCC
and LPCC systems, respectively. On the average qDFTspec
provided a relative improvement of approximately 28% over all
four baseline systems.
In order to show the influence of q-log domain spectral mean
normalization and high frequency spectral regions i.e., spectral
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